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HUt.'!J\J,f SETTLEViENTS ON THE MORROW
OF INDEPEl'lDENCE

In 1962 the situation as regards human settlements
was markedly characterized by the state o.f economic and so
cial under development of Algeri� follo wing a long period
of colonial occupation. That period wit essed the seizure by
the �rench settlers of almost allthe rich lands of the North
of the country. As a result of that seizure, a large part of
the Algerian peasants were driven back to the steppe and mar
ginal areas. Those who remanied in the north were compelled
to live in the periphery 0£ the big colonial farms where they
constituled an ii.-;imense reserve of cheap labour force. The eco
nofily was directed tow�rds the satisfaction of the needs of
the colonial minority and the interests of the metropole. The
policy of human settlements affected only the areas with a hi·_,"1
rate o.f European population which enjoyed the major part o.f
the economic and socio cultural investments. The health and
educationnal system, social legislation, town planning and all
k inds o.f collective facilities

were mainly concentrated around

the cities of the north. Those facilities located elsewhere out
of the zones o.f Eurooean population were due to security pur
poses rather than to any str2-.tegy o.f social development of the
overwhelning majority of Algerians who were kept away

from

�ny economic, cultural and social promotion.
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In the field of eLlployment of the natives, les� than
a quarter of the Algeri�n active male population had a more
or less permanent job. Labour remuneration was very low and
unequal, not only between the native and the colonial workers,
but also within the territory which was divided into 3 areas
from r.orth to the south with a decreasing hour salary. Social
legislation was in the sole benefit of the European minority
and lower allow2.nces were granted to the Algeriun "privil,,ged"
who had a permanent non agricultural job.
As for education, the results of a colon��l policy
more concerned with the interests of the privileged minority
than with those of the Algerian population, can be noticed
through the wery low school �ttendance rate and the high rate
of illiteracy inherited in 1962 (85 % of the adult population).
Health facilities were dramatically insufficient in
the areas with a high density of Algerian population. In the
field of nµtritJ Jn, agriculture w�s oriented towards exports
while malnutrition 2.nd deficiency diseases were the lot of the
Algerian rur�l population. The situation was alarming as regards
all social infrastructures especially housing.
In 1954, the first year of the national liber�tion
struggle one thi�d of the Algerian urban population of our
major cities were living in shanty towns ; except for the infi.·
nitesimal minority who lived in a European type house, the rest
of the population lived in small decayed and ill equipped houses.
In general, such houses were used but as night shelters. Howener,
that condition of the townsmen was relatively favourable comp2-.
red to that of the peasants who represented about 80 % of the

population. During the liberation str �ggi•- from 1954 to 1962,
the war repercussions a,__:r_·ravated the problem of urban and rural
honsing as a whole, the former through the forced migration of
the rural peoples to the towns and the latter through the sys
temntic destruction of houses by the occupation .::.rmy in its
retaliatory operations.
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The colonL.,,1 repression during the liberation struggle
had 2..ggrav2ted the unbalance between the people and the natural
resources. The war was to kill more than one and a h2..lf million
nation�ls, the massive g&therings organized by the colonial
army were to affect more th2,n three million inhabitants uproo
ted from their homes and their villages while nearly f'ive
hundred thousand people went to exile. Moreover, c:-.bout eight
thousand h.c).mlets were destroyed during the liberation war which 1
l�sted nearly eight ye�rs.
The environnent suffered a considerable degradation
through the abandon.�ent of vast lands, the firing of forests
by the coloni�l army and through the damaging of infrastructures
by 'extremist organizations which, in the last years of the
w2.r, �dopted an unrestrained "scorched land" policycwhich led
- inter ali2. - to the burning of school and university premises
c..na. the bor,1bing of
2.d.ninistr2..tive and social facilities •.
thus the al:::_r;:iling situ2.tion in the field of
settlements due to the rnulti£orm. colonial domination
vated by social problems resulting, from, the war and
the condition of the survival of a large part of the

human
was aggr2.
affecting
population.

The contribution of the whole people to the national
liberation struggle wz.s to strengthen the deterr:1ination to
build up an economy which will secure that welf�re which will
m.eet the deep c:.spir,.;.tions of the whole popul3.tion through the
participation of the �asses in the creation of their own
hist0ry.
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I - THE NATIONAL DEVELOPEENT STRi.TEGY, !-\. FRPJ"1EWORK FOR THE
I'-'lATERil.LISATION OF THE POLICY OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS.

A) The str.'.ltegy of economic z,nd social development.
The development str�tegy adopted in 1966 by the rev.:)
lutionary

authorit�es aims at bringipg about through succes

sive stages but as soon as possible, the fundamental ch�nges
in the economy :o.nd the society so as to bring a maximum response
to the basic needs of the population and to secure economic
and cultur�l pronotion :for �11 Algerians.
The str.:..tegy o:f development which, in its major orien
tations is b.�sic�l.ly aimed

;J.t promoting a judicious policy of

hum2..n settlements, w2,s .:..dopted while taking into account the
basic situation marked by�tbe le9acy of the past,- the majority
of the population being dep�ived from the basic living condi
tions - and the incluctuble demographic growth of the forthco
ming decades.
The target of the development strategy was selected
in &ccordance with the satisfaction of the primary element of
a genuine policy of huill�n settlements via employment. Indeed,
the opportunity for each Algerian to get a permanent job when
he arrives in the employmEnt m�rket, the involved income and
the consequent increase in production is the fondamental basis
of a policy cf human settlements tending to the stendy incre2.se
of the living st�nd�rds of the populations and to the growing
satisfaction of the soci�l needs. According to the projections
made in terms of an urgent response to the basic aspirations,
1980 w�s identified as the year when the struggle against the
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structural causes of une,�1ployr;:ient and under employment can
and should be won, as the monent when the non �gricultural
economy once restructur�t2d and consolidated can secure a
durable job for all the applicants - so far under employed and whose number is increasing every year in view of the de
mogr�phic growth and rural migration.
To this objective of e�ualisation of econoF-ic and
soci�l opportunities were also added both the necessity of
the suppression of �11 forms of socio-territori�l inequ�lities
and the improvement of the stand.:l.rd of living of cJ.11 nation2..ls:
(elimination of m�lnutrition, education for all scholl age
children (6 to 14), better he�lth fncilities in rural areas,
reduction of overcrowding in the cities and active rural
housing policy) .
The strntegy of development has defined the priorities
in the response to the b�sic needs-(in the medium and long run)
and determined the implic�tions of a more strengthened �nd
comprehensive pblicy. This, it appeared very clearly that �
radical trGnsformation of the economy was necessary so as to
serve as a b�sis for the expected social progress and, such a
transformation implies the setting up 0£ all the physical and

organization2.l conditions for a rapid and self sustained growth.
Thus, in order to secure better living conditions for
the whole population, a special emphasis was put on the deve
lopment of the forces of n�tional production and on the maximum
valorization of �11 the physic�l and human resources of the
country. Being the decisive means of a long term, policy of
human settlements, the transform�tion of a weak, dependent and
non integrated economy into an economy with a rapid, self cente
red and self sust�ined development is the only way towards an
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intensive social progress, in £2.vour of

2..

r.:lpidly increasing

popul2.tion. !:.lnong the priorities set forth by the strc:..tegy
there is first the optinum valorisation of the benighted human
potentic.l, and the r:iobilization of the physical resources of the
country which have been so £&r exploited in the benefit of the
colonizing power and for�ign interests.There is also a just
policy of incoree re-distribution together with � struggle ,
against territorial disp2,ri ties in order to secure equal
opportunities for all &lgerians in the share of the boons and
the tasks of developnent.
The overall develop;:nent strategy has determined some
fundamental options and priorities such as the choice of
"an authentic industrialization capable of fully playing its
role as a source of employment and as the supplier of the major
industri2.l cmu..'1lodities of an economy in progress", it has defi
ned the major st::.ges of the edij·icaticn of 2..n econor,iy capu.ble
to meet by 1980 the basic needs (employment, education, health,
nutrition) :.nd to .::."..chieve the intermediate objectives in rel,:.
tion with the str�tegic objective. This strategy made it possi
ble to draw the guide lines for the deterflin2..tion of the econo
mic and social policies adopted during the 3 successive plans
and in so doing to put an end to the partial �nd short term
approaches consisting in the determination of prioritjes for
each sector of activity without taking
into 2-.ccount neith2r
the option of the econouy as a whole nor the long term option.
The ultimate objective of 1\lgerian planning, namely
the radical transformation of the living conditions of all Al
gerians cen be achieved only with the achievement of intermediate
objectives provided for in the two stages of the economic edi
fication between 1967 �nd 1980 : the first stage was intended
to enable the economy, once re-structured on the basis of the
necessities of economic independence and the development of
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the production forces, to determine its orientation within
a genuine

development. The second st�ge (1974-1980), which
relies upon better possibilities provided by � decolonized
economy characterized by gre�ter progress in its growth pace,
will lay the basis for a lasting and continuo.us soci2.l progz-ess
within an economy more directly centered on mu.man needs as the
finality of socialist development.
How�ver, i f the intermediate objectives especially
those of a material nature may be given priority before 1980,
as the means for the materi�lization of the ultim�te objective
that is
of Algerian pl�nning
7 man's promotion, the latter remains
the constant concern at e�ch st�ge and, in each plan an inten
sive action is undertaken in order to eliminate the objective,
economic and social constraints facing the country in the ma
terialization of its soci&l policy.
Moreover, various o.nd evolutive priorities in the sa
tisfac�ion of the basic needs are determined at each stage of
the planning. So it was t:tiat educ�tion for all children and
the preparation of the human potential to the tasks of econo
mic and social developz:1ent - which were devoted 11 % of the
G.N.P. every year in view of the inherited historical backwardness
have been given �bsolute priority during the first stage of the
edification of the economy. A signific.:..nt improver.ient of the
living conditions especi�lly in the fields of health, housing
an collective facilities was noticed only at the beginning
of the second sttige with the second four years'plan. However,
at elabor&tion of social development programmes, priority was
given as regards the improvereent of living conditions, to the
necessity to fill the socio cultural gap of the population in
rur�l areas through special prograr.imes in favour of deprived
areas, a flow of collective investments and a policy of income
redistribution.
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B) The stages of the materializ;;'.tion of the economic 2..nd
social develop!':lent s;trateg�.
Some intermediate stages were necessary for the edifi
cation of 2..n econoHy which could r:1eet the necessities of a genuine
policy of human settlements : the purpose of the seven years
prospects (1967-1973) materi�lized by 2 successive plans (a tree
years plan and a four years plan), was to define the first gre�t
stage through the �doption of fundamental objectives correspon
ding to the necessity to remove some major constraints han�ering
a rapid growth and the setting up of solid bases for the edi£i
cation of the econony during the second stage (1974-1080). The
first acticns, such as those �lready undertaken have been ma
terialized in conformity with the socialist development orien
tations illustrated by the �grarian, the industrial and the
cultural revolution.
The technic2. l econo:iic approach and the political z..p
proach underlyjng the approach of development planning will be
successively analysed.
1) The technical economic approach
It was achieved within two phases, thut of the seven
years prospects 1967-1973, materialized by 2 plans (a three
years plan 1967-1969 and a four years plan 1970�1973),and that
which started with the second four years plan, the beginning
of the second stage of the edification of the econooy •
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a) The 1967-1973 _period
It wc:,s charc,cterized by 3 major objectives : The pre
paration ·of development, the initiation of the first actions
and the tr�nsforclation of the structures in conformity with the
options of economic and social organiz�tion as regar�economic
and social approaches, the action undertaken follows four guide
lines considered as necessary conditions for the acceleration
of development and the materialization of the social content
of our policy.
The beginning of the inte�ration of the v2.rious sectcrs
cf the economy.
The Algerian econ0my has for a long time been charac
terized not by a mutual integration of its sectors but by an
integratic-n l,f these sectcrs t,:) the econ:::my of the colonizing
p::>wer. The objective of the p,:licy adc,pted during the first
stage was the setting up ,�f all the industrial sect�rs designed
as a coherent ensenble with mutual exchanges, this starting
the process of econor:iic and social integration. f...11 the efforts
already made were aimed at putting an end to the export of raw
materi2.ls thr.:..ugh the creati...:m of steel, metallurgic, mech!).ni
cal and petro-cheillic�l sectors which will process these produc*s
on the spot. In the cas cf 2..griculture, the creation cf a food
industry sectcr was aimed at integrating the agricultural sectcr
in the lUgerian econc.,my. Such an integrntir.)n is important f0r
three re�sons : first, the surplus and therefore the distribu
ted income are created by the pro�ucts processing and not merely
by the extraction ,:md the production of raw materials ; Then,
the investr.ents of a given sector and the increase of its pro
duction will be repercuted nc.-t on foreign economies througi a
g12e3.ter dem::mdi of foreign intermediate products (imports), but
on the nQtion3.l econcmy thr:::iugh

.3.

grcater demand of national

products and there will be a ch3in like economic and social

- 10 imp2.ct ; fin�lly, in .fc,reign exch2..nges, the b3.lance of payments
will be all the mere scund as imports will be limited to the
c2,pital gocds necessary fc-r the creation of supplement�ry
branches in the i;.lgericm economy,

u.

condition for the improve

ment of employment, inccr.ie and soci2.l justice.
- The increase o.f accumulation cap�.cities
The cre;::..tion cf such new branches of ecuncmy is sub
jected to the production or ir.1port of capital goods, that is
tc say thrcugh the .formaticn of a national industrial capitc::..l.
Now, the major part of such capital goods necessarily implies
a p:.:>licy of exports in order tc obtain iraportant means of fc;.
reign payments. This is why a special e�phasis has been laid
during this period on the increase of the production capacities
of hydrocarbons (petroleun, g�s) and their valorization which
would provide possibilities of a rapid increase of the 2..ccumu
lation capncities c,£ the econqny as n whole.
- The setting U£ of c new training system adapted to the
economic needs.
As a privileged element of the policy of human settle
ments at this stage of develop111ent, the growth of the education
system h2.s been c2..rried out in conformity with two necessities
a genuine dcmocr:.tizc.tion of educati::m and u generalization of
training whose content and methods should be adnpted to the
requirements cf a modern ec:::mo1:1y. Two kinds of measures have
been �dopted : "tr.::\nsi tory" voc2.tional training in order to
meet the most urgent needs within the requirements of the Pl;:,.n,
re-m8delling of the "training system" in order to prepare a
12..rge number of nen and wo:;::1en to face the tasks of econoriy.
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A new incone rG-distribution
This objective will be achieved in the unemployment
and under employment, n.:unely through the creation er new jobs.
In the short and medium run, a strong policy 0£ income redistri
bution has been impler.iented through v<lrions means : taxation,
subsidies, schol�rships, b�sic products prices, social allo
wances policy, policy 0£ the decentralisation 0£ social and
production £acilities. The special programnes in £2.vour 0£ the
deprived wilayate h-�s been p.:..rt 0£ this incor.1e policy. Morover,
the building, 0£ one thous�nd agricultural villages 0£ the
Agrarian Revolution started in 1973 will, by the end 0£ the
decade, give an ir.-1portc:..nt section 0£ the population now living
in dericient and sc�ttered houses, the opportunity to have a
free house and. to enjoy e.11 the socio-cultural facilities 0£
the production conr-mnity, (W3.ter, electricity, ga s, schoo}.,
health centers, m�rkets..• ).
b) The second £our years Plnn (1974-1977)
The major objectives of the first two plans being
achieved, the second four ye�rs plan is intended to continue
the achievement 0£ all the gre�t long ter!Il' objectives which
constitute the essential part of the political concerns. The
increase 0£ financial means due to £airer oil prices, together
with the progress 0£ economy have led to an increase 0£ the
major investments (agriculture, industry, education) and to
a much greater consideration to some sectors which were rela
tively neglected during the previous stage (economic infras
tructures, social investments).

. I.

- 12 The investments amount is three times higher th�n

that o:f the previons plan c.nG. represents 40 % of the G.N.P.
2..n accumuln.tion rate which was re21.ched as early as 1973. t-.n
important part of the invest::nents is still dev oted to the con
tinuation a.nu the development o:f industrialization efforts, £er
a greater integration of industrit1.l a,ctivities, for the trans
fornation of the production conditions in agriculture, for :,
greater impuise of the right to education 2.nd :for the intensi
fication of the exceptional effort in technical training.
1-.. greater impcrtance was given to the modi:fication
o:f social conditions as a whole, through the intensification
of the income policy on the one hand and, through the implemen
tation of a stronger policy c:f living conditions (housing,
health, social protection). The investissements ln housing for
instance are 5 tiraes highers in the second :four years plan than
its the :first one.
The credit dedic.:-.tecl to the social sector (housing
non included} are four tines high2r in the second :four years
plan. Within the framework of the strengthening o:f social pro
tection, free medical cares and the re-orientation of medicin-2
in its structures and content should enable the right to health
to become a concrete reality for all the population.
In the field of e!':1ployment, a greater attention is
devoted to the selection of m-?.npower using technologies. The
enlargement of the range o:f the income re-distribution policy
in favour of the most deprived social strata, is also a char�CT
teristic of the four years period as reg�rds the living condi

tions of the populc:.tion. Financial me2.ns are to be doubled for
social tranfers �s a whole curing the pl�n period. The subsidies
directly :fin�nced by the state budge� scholnrships and pensions,
free meals, free medical cares etc•.•) will amounts in 1973
constant prices, to nearly 8 billion DA (�lgerian Dinars) of
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cumulated expenses £or the pericd . Social allowances are
increasing in proportion with the rapid enployment expansion
and the greater nunber of recipients. Such Llllowances is to
increase £rora 800 Million DA in 1973 up to ne2,rly 1, 5 billion
D.'\ in 1977. the income re-distribution prograr.1m.e in favour 0£
the fanilies now having an annual consumption level per capit�
0£ less than 500 D::. requires a cm-:iulated expense of 4 bilion
DA curing the four years 0£ the Plan.
A gre�ter diffusion 0£ development

towards rural

areas is appearing through a more acura.te through the setting
up 0£ comrnun2.l plans �-s the instruments £or the valorization
0£ all loc.:i.l, physical and huma.n potentialities.
2) The _political 2.1:.-oroach
The adoption of this economic and social strategy
and i·.:s ma1:erialization st.:..ge by stage, were derived from the

ideals 0£ the hlgerian revolution armed at the edi�ic�tion of a
new society marked by the socio cultural promotion 0£ z.11 inha
bitants, in con£ormity with the �spirations of the population
and with its
full participation. It is because only the non capitalist de
velopment path cnn put an end to the multifold form of inequa
lities and exploit.s..tion, that !..lgeria h.:i.s chosen a socialist
organization illustrated by the three guidelines 0£ its econo
mic social and cultural policy; the industrial, the agrarian
and the cultural reoolutions.
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It is through the industrial Revolution considered
as the largest anc the nost intensive development of industrial
activity and as the promotion of those men capable of mastering
technology, thc,t this objective s�ould essentially be materia
lized thus ensuring through industri�lization, a permanent de
velopment of the physical bases of the economy.

Such a development requires a systematic mobilization
-in the national interest - of all our natural resources whose
control by the socialist st�te constitutes, in wiew of their
fonction of accumulation, a pre-requisite for development and
one of the strategie elenents of economic independence.
This necessary mobilization of the physical resources
also affect the whole of the agricultural and hydraulic patri
mony whose potential should be safegu�rded and actively valori
zed according to the prominent concern about rural population,
to the necessity to incre�se their income and to the increasing
needs of the country for food products.
!'i.11 these physicc.l transformations pursued and requi
red by development cannot be achieved without signifiaant and
diversified efforts in
order to prepare both the people and
the structures to assume them. Beyo·n:I the satisfaction of the
social need for educ�tion, it is on the diffusion of the scien
tific and technice.l spirit 2J.nong the masses that depends the
capacity of the latter to·be the principal �ctors and especially
the recipients of the development effort as a whole.
· In the field of institutions, the Agrarian Revolution,
the socialistmanagenent 0£ the firms and decentralization now
constitute the necessary structures designed to ensure the ef
fective associution of all producers and workers to the task
of national development �nd to the mobilization of energies
and skills, while ensuring that the fruits of developl!llent will
above �11 be enjoyed by those who created that development .
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- 15 Finally, the transformation of the matet:31 b3ses of
economy �s well as the prep�r�tion of the people 3nd the struc
tures for their m�stering �nd their man�ge�ent, represent the
illustration of� developCTent determination b�sed on the edifi
c�tion of socialis11 which implies above �11 a reliance upon
our own physical and hur1an forces. ( 1)

( 1). From the prez..mble of the second four years Pl.:m.
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II - THE .".LGERil..N PL/,.NNING, i'.\.N INSTRUi,IBNT OF AND A FRAr'1EWORK
FOR THE POLI CY OF HU!'l1-\N SETTLEi"iENTS.
The strategy which gives priority to the people and
their needs implies - in order to be successful - the adoption
and the imple�entation of � decisive instrument for the organi
zation of an overall development of economy that is planning. The
latter, which was adopted as early as 1966 as a method

for the

guidance of the economy and for the radical transformation of
the Algerian society, is due both to the socialist path adopted
by the country and to the requirements of the organization of
an economy designed to meet the basic needs of a growing popu
lation through the increase of income and its f�ir distribution.
General orientations of Algerian planning
The n�tional plan includes orientations, objectives
and programmes which are p�rt of an overall str�tegy which im
plements the m�in guidelines of the policy of the development
and tr�nsformation of the society, aimed �t the materialization
of the agrarian, the industial and the cultural revolutions.
it constitutes a fundamental law governing the whole
of the economic and social activity of the country during the
Therefore

planning period. For this reason, it has an imperative nature
regarding the economic agents illustrated by a series of techni
cal and administrative measures linked to the achievement of
the investment programmes and to the adaptation of the economic
and social system to the organization and the planned direction
of .the economy.
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The selection of planning techniques, that of the
instruments for the implementation of the plans and, more
generally thut of the instruments for the regulation of the
operation of economy should be adapted to the characteristics
of the economy, such as the diversity of the development levels
of the various
sectors, the open nature of the economy or
the lack of qualified cadres, which cannot be �edified but in
the future. It is by virtue of these elements that our plan
ning system rejects the use of those processes leading to a
centralized and heavy administrative machinery.
Moreover, they nust be adapted to the great objectives
and the funda.meI'.tal options of the country which are focused
on a judicious policy of hum.an settlements implying a strong
policy of reduction of socio-t�rritorial cisparities and the
continuous improver.ient of the living condiitions and, above
all those of the most deprived in the economic and social
fields in order to correct the inegualitjes inherited and
those which may be gener2.ted by a non mastered growth. The
evolution of planned d·2velopmcnt has 2,tte.ii1pted to find the
best solution response reg�rcing the ways and means for the
continuation of this policy of economic and social promotion.
In its e2.rly days, the Algerian plonning w2.s designed
through its content, its forms and its methods to become pro
gressively more iripern.tive,mode scientific 2.nd more decentra
lized in accordance with the evolution of the socio-economic
structures and the institutions of the country.
The continuons incre�se of the number of participants in the
preparation and execution of the Plan.
Decentralization and democratization have been the
decisive b�sic principles of the modes of economic and soci�l
org�nization.Therefore the progressive process of planning

. I.
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enl�rgement has been oriented both towards the local levels
0£ the state power and soci�list £irms. It h�s £irst a£fected
local collectivities (communes, wilayate) which has been en
trusted with important responsibilities in the economic, social
and cultural fields and whose role has been strengthened during
the elaboration of the objectives of the plan and their achie
vement.
The necess2.ry progressiveness in the intensification
of planning, stated as a basic principle as enrly as the £irst
Ple.n h2,s c:.1.lso 2,.ffected the f'inils.
As the public production sector was stronger and as
� better utilization 0£ the means w�s garnnteed through the
valoriz�tion nnd centr&liz&tion of resources, this progressi
veness has led to �n incre�sing decentraliz&tion of economic
and social responsibilities.
The decentraliz�tion of the economic responsibilities
began in agriculture with the strengthening of self m�nageRent
and the setting up af a cooperative system; it has been ex
tended to the other sectors through the participation of the
·· workers to the management of the firms; as producers-managers
within the framework of the

implementation of the socialist

firms charter ; the firms have thus become important economic
decision making centers and the m.:1in executive agents of the
Plan. The attributions of the workers in the social field :m2.ke
them, as the producers, responsible for the improvement of the
working and living conditions of the community.
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It is useless to insist on the importance of such

an approach of planning which, in the preparation and execu
tion of the policy of human. settlements, gives responsi bilities
to �11 the agents of the economic and social development pro
motion who 2..re most directly concernecl. at the various levels
of the decision mcl<ing process and the materialization of that
promotion. The decentr�lization of the planning process allows
for a more accurate deterr,dnation of the needs by those who are
concerned (assemblies elected by the pDpul�tion of local col
lectivities or by the workers) ; the l�tter, when they have
to achieve the projects are interested in the shortening of
the time and the selection of economical means so as to improve
as rapidly as possible the collective living conditions. The
profit sharing syster,1 in the production units is to link the
increase of productivity to the improvement of the working
and living socio-cultural conditions of the producers and
their families.
At he present st�ge of its evolution, the Algerian
planning system relies on 5 institutions.
The Secretariat o:f state for planning which, as the
central planning institution is responsible, as regards pl�nning
techniques, for the definition of long term objectives, the
preparation of plans and the elaboration of the m&jor techniques
for their implementation.
The ministries, as the sectorial planning bodies, whose
t�sk is to contribute to the overall elaboration of the plan
in relation with the Secretari�t of state for Planning and
to �nimate and control pl�nning in their sector.
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- The soci2-.list production units, as the basic ele
ments of the eluboraticn anc. execution of pl::.ns in view of
their importance �nd the role they play within the planning
system.
- The Wilayate which as territorial institutions with
their own bodies, decision power and impcrtant economic respon
sabilities, play a major role between the commune and the cen
tra.l authority and bring a regional contribution to national
planning.
- The co:mmunes, as the basic territorial, administra
tive, economic social and cultural collectivities, whose plans
constitute an appropriate f'r2..nework for the actions aimed at
the materialization of the policy of' human settlements.
Fin�lly, the two �est appropriate planning frameworks
for the transformation 0£ the living conditions and notably
the satisf'action cf the socio cultural needs are :
- Planning, at the regional level (wilaya)
and the co.:ii..11une.
- The role of workers assemblies in planning within
the firms.
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Loc2.l planning
It is through this decentralized planning system that
the policy of hum3n settlements based on a basic principle,
the policy of regional bal�nce, is wholly or partly elabored.
This policy was first implemented through s;ecial programmes
as the instruments ft)r the co:rrection of inequalities ( mainly
socio cultural ones) and fer the dynamis�tion of economies
in the poor regicns. It has also been implemented through a
policy of town and rural planning whose major characteristic
is the appropriate investments distribution. Local planning
of
has been c2..rried out �-t the leveI7two territorial collectivities,
the first political, economic and social stages of the institu
tional org�nization of the country; the com�une and the wilay�.
The wilaya has first been the fraraework for the elabo
ration and execution cf speci�l progra..•nmes as from the beginning
of the policy of the correction of socio-territorial inequali
ties. Those responsibilities of the decentralized collectivities
were illustr&ted in the launching of the ten special programmes
in favour of the most deprived areas of the country. This spe
cial programmes policy relies on the necessity to correct the
existing regional distortions through an exceptional investment
programme in conformity with the backwaruness of such or such
area. Thanks to the r_�ecentralization of the planning system,
the wilaya h2..s become the instrument for the elaboration an].
execution of the nationa.l plan an,:t, as such, it makes an
accurate '-�iagnosis of the economic an·.! social situation an�
contribute to the ·-;etermination of an investment policy which
would be most ac'!apte,:1 to the prevailing problems. The contri
bution to the planning process is all the more pr�cious th�t
the reform of territori::1.l 1�1.istricts ( 31 instea,.l of 15) has
enable::.� the creation of more honogenous economic zones .
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Thus the c.ecentr.:..\lize:..� collectivities, through the
experience gaine-::1 in the im.plementa tion of regionc.l plans,
have playe,� a key role in the preparation of the 2nd

-r1 an,

not only through the provision of information about the re
gions but especially through -�ction proposals which ma,_,.e it
possible for the central authcrities to elaborate a nation2,l
Plan which woul,l meet the aspirations of all the population.
The aclministrative cecentralisation and c1econcentr2..

tion measures adopte� in favour of that interme�iate collec
tivity between the state an-:� the commune have nn.Je the autho
rities of the wilaya.. responsible for the achievement of the
plan in their ,�istrict. The wilaya is also responsible for
the animation anJ coordination of the basic local collectivi
ties :
the cor:1..rnunes. The latter are provi• :e-.:1 with two kinc.-:s
of instruments for the trc:-.nsformc:tion of the stan-?.ard of li
ving of their communities : the communal development plans
and the urban m0Gernization plans.
Set up during the 1974-l' 77 four years plan, the
communal plan, as a privileged instrument for space planning
and town and rural development, constitutes the m�jor frame
work for the materia.lization o:f the human settlements policy
on the local scale.
�\s such, it represents the major :framework for tbe
policy of employment and �evelopment regionalization through
the promotion of the small or medium size industrial activities
on the one bane.�, am� the proJiotion of socio cultural investments
on the other. The implementation of communal plans in particu
lar in the poorest communes of the country is inceed to ensure
a better ,�istribution o:f the actions an;.� benefits o:f develop
ment in rural areas.
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The Commun.::,l Development Plans being Jesigned to
secure the basic living conditions in order to keep a maximum
number of people in the rural areas and small cities through
the dynamization of local economic actions and the transforma
tion of the 1iving conditions so as to eliminate or to reduce
the attraction of the urban way of live. The action prograll"..mes
affect the collective facilities such as, in particular water
supply or the improvement of sanitation, the infrastructure
such as the building of post offices or markets, and produc- 1
tive investments mainly agricultural ones. Finally, as regard
the poorest communes {300 out of 676), special plans are pro
vic�ed for within the seconc'. four years plan (1974-1977) so as
the most ceprivec human settlements enjoy additional credits
in the sense of a f�irer income policy and a reduction of
territorial disparities through collective investments and
economic activities throughout the country.
T!ius the communal pl�ns serve as a basis for the
national policy of income re-distribution an.J of the full
utilization of all hum�n an� natural potenti�lities which
cannot be identified but locally by the communities directly
concerned.
It is through the communal plans that both the urban
and rural communes will feel effectively concerned by the plan
ning of economic and socic::.l c�evelopment to the elaboration anrl
execution of which they have contributed.
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It is �lso worth noting, that there is a full decen
tralization in the execution of the projects ; it has alreacy
marked the materializ:1tion of the various stages of the Agra
rian Revolution anc the exercise of the growing responsibili
ties of the People's Com!':mno.l 1'.'.ssenblies in the s:::>cial, educz,
tive and cultural fields.
A second type 0£ communal plan, the Urban Moderniza
tion Plan affects abcut fourty urban agglomeration, in general
the chief towns of the wilayate with a very rapid population
growth rate and tremendous needs for f�cilities ; s uch a Plan
constitutes an instrument for the mastery over the urban deve
lopment process anc the tackling of all the necessary develop
ment problems.

The urban I-1oc;ernisation Plans allow for a re structu
ration of the �gglomeration through a rationalization of the
industrial and soci:)-cultural achievement3 and through a cohe
rent setting up of the facilities necessary for the building
up of towns ; these facilities should be achieved while taking
·into account first the emergency and then the development cap�
cities of the town within the national policy of town anc rural
planning. Thiz policy cefines the orientations of urban develcp
ment of the major towns in accordance with national necessities
such as the necessary growth of secondary towns especially those
of the hinterland loccted in poor areas so as avoid a migration
flew towards the n·orth of the country.
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After a.n analysis of the national and regional pl::l.n
ning clata an-.:.:. of the conc,_i tion of the town within the region
concerned and after a survey of the problems

and constraints

especially the physic�! ones, the elaboration of a short me
dium and long term progrilli1..me in the field of socio cultur2,l
infrastructures and f�cilities is carried out by the comrnun3l
authorities in relation with the concerned administrative au
thorities of the wilaya anJ the country.
The particip2.ticn to the !)lanning process within the firms.
As the first measure � planning decentralization,
implemented as from the beginning of the first four years
plan (1970-1973), the creation of a planning service within
the socialist firms h2,.s enabled these firr,1s to participate
en the basis of the orient�ticns anc guidelines decided upon
at the national level tc the elaboration of the plans dr�ft
projects.
A secon� and more radical measure, the charter and
the law on the socialist m�nagement of the firms issued in
1971, have set forth some principles designed to enable the
firms to "operate both on the basis of the centralized manage
r.tent of the economy anc.! the fre�dom of action jointly and har
moniously exerted by the workers a.ssembly and the managing
staff, an �utonomy exerted within the framework of the planning
objectives". The workers being those who are living the reali
ties of their firms �nd who know its potentialities give advices

.

__.-··-·

and make recommend�tions on the draft development plan of the
unit or the firm within the setting up of the n.::..tional Pl�.n •

. /.
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A special attention is paid to the improvement of the
en T ;ronment of the workers who spend a large part of their lives
in the firm and who should therefore find all the concitions
necessary for the development of their personalities. This is
why a fin�ncing system for social activities managed by the
elected bodies of the workers has been set up within the frame
work of the strengthening of collective stimulation which is
a prerequisite for the aevelopment of productivity and social
progress. This system is the fund of complementary income of
the workers whose objective is to create a system for the par
ticipation of the workers to the achievement of the objectives
of the plan. A part of the collective income is deveted to the
improvement of the working and living conditions of the workers
� � and their families : kintergar�ens, meals, sports investments,
literacy and training activities, building of houses ,etc •••
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- THE Ni,.TIONI�L POLICY OF HUMt�N SETTLEMENTS -

- The appro2..ch adoptec1 by the Algerian policy of developraent
considers that there coul� not be any policy or valuable
action �s regards hum�n settleMents without the existence
of some necess�ry conditions.
- The first one which constitutes � sort of a pre requisite
supposes that any action in the field of human settlements
is vowed to failure if it is not possible to secure as soon
as possible a minimu:.n income for each family; in other
words if it is not possible to ra�-idly 2..nd correctly satisfy
the need for work together with a genuine income recistribu
tion. f:.11 this confirms that any policy of human settlements
should above all rely on a strategy and a system capable of
achieving a rapi,..1 economic growth based on an equitable dis
tribution of the first results of such a growth.
- The Algeri�n approach also considers that the efforts made
in the field of human settlements cannot be conceived but
through general ;,ctions ufecting the country as a whole and
integrated within a development leading to a rational occu
pation of the territory by both people anu th�ir activities ;
in other wor2s there coulc not be any policy of human settle
ments which is not integratec within a developnent which
takes into �ccount the town and rural planning.
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- It is within this double approach that we intend to develop
a selective and progressive policy for the satisfaction of
the needs of the people in proportion of the possibilities
provided by the economic growth; such a policy should first
meet the most urgent nee::ls while bearing constantly in mind
the necessity to fight a.11 forms of disparities between urban
and rural areas, between towns of different size and between
social categcries.
Such a policy c�n be implemented through :
1) In rural areas :
The irnplenentation of the Agrarian Revolution and the
a::ioption of the cor1_;:1�un�,l development plans.
2} In urban arees :
The industrialisation effort and the urban moderni
zation plans.
_3} In rural and urban areas :
An active sobial policy aimed, interalia, at the democra
tization of education, the income re-distribution, social
and sacitary protection of the populaticn and social fa
cilities.
I - H1'.BIT1\T
Once the country's stability was secured, the national
��licy as regards habitat has first been centered since 1965
on the completion of all the building abandonned on the �or
row of independence in 1962.
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It is with the l&unching of the first .four years
Plan (1970-1973) an� especially with the second .four years
Plan ( 1974-1977) thc.t the hz..bitat policy h.3.s been given a
new impetus thanks to, a c:iversi.fied method o.f c..ction and,
growing achievement c:.;.pacitic,--..
Nevertheless, ,.:1uring the first .four years Plan the
investment effort mac1e by the state remained relatively un
sufficient :for v2.rious rez.scns : on the one hand the avail able

n�tional resources have essentially been devoted.to the deve
lopment t�sks which, .:).Ccording to our strategy and the policy
of hum.3.n settlements appeared to us as deserving prominent
attention; it is particul2.rly the case for the education
�nd industrialization e££ort; on the other hand, the avai1:J.ble physicD-1 2.nC hu�,--.n c2.pacities o.f the country as regarcs
materials, builGing conp�nies and survey cap�cities could not,
without serions tensions, �llow for a so sustained effort
in the field of habitat as th.:..t of other fields considered
as essential at1his st�ge of ceveloprnent.
So it was for these very reasons that_ private buil
ding has not been really encouraged. However, it was during
the first four years Plan, that the forms of the state inter
vention in the rural worl,:l have been defined : on the one
hand through the growing ireportance of the self-building
system z.nd on the other h.=:::.nd through the existence of the
framework of action represented by the �gricultural vill�ges
as an iraportant contribution to the achievement of the Agr2.
rian Revolution in rur�l areas. Considerable efforts were mace
during that pericd· for the creation of national surveys and
architecture agencies �.swell as public building firms while
the first industrial units in the field of building materi.;:.Is,
glass, sanit�ry cer8llics etc••• were l�unched.
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All these z..ctions were airaed at the preparation 0£
the conditions £or

strengthening 0£ the action in favour
0£ habitat during the second four years Plan (1974-1977), a
&

period marked by an intensification 0£ state investments
both in urban an rural areas �nd by the definition of a
legal framework for the organization and stimulation of pri
vate building efforts through such means as savings.
" To secure for e2.ch .lgerian citizen a decent house
in comformity with the urb2.n and rural living conditions".
This is the long ter� objective of the action in the field
of habitat.
This objective should be considered in relation with
the inherited situation, the ever increasing needs and in
relation with the special position of rural areas and there
fore rural habitat within the strategy of economic and social
development.
In fact, as a resg}t of the uprooting of 3 million
people during the 7y€arslTiberation struggle, combined with
the multifold effects of the colonial policy aimed at the
satisfaction of the colonizers needs (who represented first
1/10 of the total popul2,.tion) ;while ignoring those of the
Algerian majority in rc.pid growth, and an infra.structure limited to the big centers and facilities located along the
coast, 9/10 of the territory and the population were, �t the
time of independence, confined in a so called "traditional"
economy of subsistance and deprived of any form of economic
and social progress.
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- 31 Algeria has decided to progressively satisf.y these
tremendous needs according to well ce£ined priorities and

within a planned framework.

The very serious lack in the field of habitat in the
country was even raore share in the rural world.
Consequently, the rural areas which have most suffe
red from the 130 ye.:,rs of colonization and which were the
birth place ane the leaven of our revolution has, as from
the beginning, been given a special attention materialized
by the crea.tion of z. powerful collective sector through the
�gricultural self management and since the first four years
plan, through the implementation of a genuine :1.gr2.rian Revo
lution whose objective is to re model the face of the rural
world through multiform integrated progr2..i.'i1Iiles. Therefore it
is through a system of land appropriation garanteenig to the
agricultur:.l worker the mastery over his labour and his means
of production that the policy of human settlements in rural
areas is conceived end implemented.
Thus, this policy h:::.s secured a maximum number of
conditions for its success since it uses an overall �pproach
which does not isolate the elements of a same problem but on
the contrz,ry, directly tz-.ckle the housing problmms, those
of employment and consequently the income problems, those of
education, health, communications, cultural and social anima
tion. This policy started in 1972 with the beginning 0£ the
Arrarian Revolution of which it is purt anc parcel,
at the achieve;i1ent by 1980 of about one thousand socialist
villages, 300 cf which during the second Four years Plan (19741977). These vill2ges ranging fro� 100 to 400 houses enjoy &11
the £acilities necess-:l.ry for the daily life 0£ the workers 2..nc
their f�milies: schools, health centers, clubs for young people,
post o££ices, tr�de cente:;:-s, administrative offices, handic r2,ft
nrr.,-L-chr.nc
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The scheduled programme which covers the whole of the
territory has been �lready achieved since several dozens vil
lages are currently inh�bited and nearly 200 are about to be
achieved. Their inhabitants to be are directly associated to
all the st�ges from the design of the houses and the facilities
of all the villages up to the building oper2-tion. f.11 these

stages are as flany occasions for the university students,
secondary schools pupils, town workers and those of the agri
cultural self managed sector, architects, and other technicians
of the building industry to assume voluntary tasks either
during the holidays, the week ends or through free work in the
case of architects.
A special attention is paid to the location of the
villages ; the sites are selected with the acting participa
tion of the beneficiaries so as to meet the necessities of
agricultural production as well as the technical necessities
and to ensure a harmonious integration in the environment.
In confornity with th2 priorities set forth in the
national development plan, which are aimed above all at provi
ding the state assistance to the most deprived social catego
ries, only the landless peasants and the snall peasants bene
ficiaries of the Agr�rian Revolution can currently enjoy these
houses entirely financed by the state budget. If in most cases
the agricultural villages have been built for the beneficiaries
of the Agrarian Revolution, they are nevertheless open for all
those who are in relation with agricultural production. Moreo
ver, there is a plan for the promotion in these new communities
of supplementary production and services activities so as not
to transform these villages into mere "shelters" but to make
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of them an ensenble of living cells thus accelerating the
renewal and the modernization of the rural world and constitu
ting an efficient instrument f0r the struggle against the le
thargic effects of a secular traditionalism which was main
t."'.ined by the paternalisn: of the colonial authorities. Obviou
sly this is an important objective. However it is in confor
mity with the a�bitions of the Agrarian Revolution and the
hopes and c�pacities of our rural masses.
Such a prospect have led us to eliminate all forms
of 1 i::nited "pilot experiences" and to resolutely embark,
despite the hazards, into an overall action for the mobiliza
tion of the means and energies. Therefore, in addition to the
1.000 villages programme whose first achievements are in fa
vour of the beneficiaries of the Agrarian Revolution, the
efforts started as from the liberation for the improvement
of rural habitat as a whole through the "self building" pro
grainmes. As regards the quantity, an effort representing �ore
than 50.0CX) houses is scheduled in the 2nd Four Years Plan
{1974-1977) within the framework of these programmes whose
major purpose is to grant the state assistance to the small
peasants and the landless peasants not affected by the Agra
rian Revolution or who h�ve not been given � house in a socia
list village. The space impact is naturally greater since the
whole of the rural cornmunes of the country are affected by
this type of action for the improvement of habitat which consis
ts in granting those beneficiaries whose income is under a
well defined limit, the necessary materials and technical as
sistance for the achievement of their houses.
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A third aspect of the national habitat policy provi'

c.ed t·or in the 3nd Four Years Plan aims at providing the 2000
self managed �gricultural production units with housing and
living centers which would gather the workers near their wor
king places and reinforce the social cohesion of the workers
collectivity.
Finally, a fourth aspect of the rural habitat policy
is represented by the actions undertaken in ·the existing vil
lages which will enjoy less important building programmes
with only 20.000 houses to be built during the 2nd Four Years
Plan; These progr.?J.nmes will be combined with the other efforts
for the improvement of the living conditions undertaken within
the communal devel�pment plans.
These 4 aspects of the rural habitat policy, the so
cialist villages, the individual self building, the housing
centers of th� self managed se�tor and the extension of the
existing ntral villages are adapted to the present characte
ristics .Y.' the agricul turaJ. workers categories to whom they
are designed, Hcwever the�, are part o.f a unique approach and
have co�u�un purposes. Their progressive, strict and simultane
eus materialization cannot be c&rried out without a number of
problems .facing those who �chieve it in view o.f the considera
ble human, financial and physical means implied as well as the
planning and organiza.tion capacities needed. In the .future
such a materialization combined with the other development
efforts will be illustrated by the elimination of the heavy
historical b&ckwardness and the emergence of the rural popula
tion

t�ards a future made of progress just like their bro

thers of the u:.ban areas.
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URBAN H!i.BITJ.T
The state of urbanizz.tion in our country is a result
of a history direct�y linked to the colonial phenonenon
which imposed on us those types of urban coil.Illunities socio
logically and technically alien to the national traditions
and culture.
This situation which we had to and still have to
assume has moreover been aggravated since the liberation by
a series of factors with cumulative effects : first the exodus
engendered by the consequences of the liberation war which
were particularly important in those towns whose hinterland
has most suffered mainly from the massive "gatherings" of
Secondly, the attractive effects of the
the populations
cities - due to their :f�cilities - on the rural populations
deprived of everything and subjected to aserious under employ
ment and, finally with the first results of developments sin
ce the years 1968/69.
This last :fz..ctor is still operating despite the mul
tiform and �ore and �ore intensive action undertaken in favour
of rural are�s �nd whose r.1ajor objective is to check a prema
ture rural migration.
The obuious result is the unbalance and the overcrow
ding of the cities tbrough the over utilization of habitat
and :facilities and the development of a precarious and unwho
lesorne habitat in some cities
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Finally, the function of the urban comm.unities during
the colonial period was a special and limited one to the
extent that they merely served as a transit place (port, air
port••• ), a service or a leisure place, for the colonizers
minority or a repressive instrument as garrison cities. The
refore, within the developMent strategy adopted by Algeria
the inherited urban �gglomerations could not plan any dyna
mic role.
The lgerian approach aims at promoting through plan
ning, a "structuration" of an urban network which would be the
of � r�tional occupation of the territory, a
reflection
distribution of economic activities and a hierarchization
and a distribution of urban functions with a view to both
assuming all urban functions within each region and promoting
medium size cities in order to check the trend towards "Mega
lopolis".
In this connexion, the problem is to control the
development of big cities so as to limit their growth; 'fhe
existence of huge metropoles is incompatible with the princi
ples of inter regional harmony and balance.
This voluntary policy is materialized through the
Urban Modernization Plan, the localion of the major economic
and cultur�l activities and through the new administrative
organization which increased the number of wilayate up to 31 •
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It is within thz.t prospect that the habitat progr'.l..s
mes city by city are elaborated and achieved; It takes into
account both the elimination of the backwardness or deficits,
and the new needs resulting from the 2,ctions of development
in the vari0us urban are�s.
As rege.rds the h=).bi tat design a contim10us.:..ttention
is p�id to the issues of environment, hygiene, quietness,
safety an corn.fort of the cities inhabitcc:.nts.
Habitat should contribute to a certain quality of
the bedroom cities .formula, will be abandoned in f2.'life
vour of homogeneous ensembles with well balanced activities
and life of their own and where everybody would be able to
combine his professional �nd social activities. In this
connexion, in the "areas to be urbanized" provided for in
the Urban l'-�odernization Flans, the achievement o.f habitat is
coordinated with the he�lth, educational, cultural and social
facilities while bearing in n:ind the necessities of the pro
ximity of the working places.
The urban r:'!.odernization plan is thus not only a plan- .
ning instrur.'!.ent :for the cities in order to adapt their deve
lopment to .the growth of their population and their activities,
but also an instrument for the location and the design of the
types of habitat.
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As to the progr2.T!l!:1es, in the early years of indepen
de.nce the state which w.:..s £acing h.J.bitc.t problems raised by
the situation inherited fro� the colonial era, has centered
its efforts on the re-construction of the patrimony destroyed
during the liberE.tion war on the one h2.nd and, on the comple
tion of the building oper2.tions stopped in 1962 on the other
hand.
From 1966 on, this effort has been intensified in
view of the new progr���s integrated within a planned deve
lopment policy. So, within the three years plan (1967-1969)
and the first four ye�rs plan {1970-1973) as well as the va
rious special progr2,.;::li':1es in favour of the pr orest areas, thG
state intervention was illustrated by the adoption of several
progr::1.2rnes representing the achievement of 80.000 houses in
urban c:..reas.
As to the current pl.:·.n, these needs have been calcu
lated on the b�sis of the urban population growth rate and
in accordance with the occupation rate per rco� to be attained.
For the moment a rate of 2 persons per room has been adopted,
the long ter� rate being cf 1,6 person per room. For that pur
pos8 and within the current Four Years period {1974-1977) �
progralT'...,11e of �nore than 130.000 urb'.:ln houses has been decided
upon.
The search for equ�lity as regards the satisfaction of
the needs of the various cities has been consolidated within
the h�bitat pl�n�ing, by the equalis�tion of efforts between
urban and rur�l areas.
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The total investments made for the achievement of h�
bitctt progr1,.11.,.�es in both urb�n and rural �reas represent
more than 10 % of the total investments of the plan.
H�bitat should be everybody's concern : this is the
guiding idea of the "H.::.bi t:,t 12..w" which reaffirms the right
to a house :for each Algerian and which organizes the participa
tion of the citizens to the housing effort.
First, the st�te will pursue and intensify its efforts
for the building of houses within national

planning : the

objective being to achieve from 19&0 on about 100.000 urban
houses a year,tha.t is to say three times the present e:ffort.
Moreover, the decentralization and the rationalization of the
structures responsible for the promotion and management of
the public habitat oper&tions, has been started with on the one
hand the unicity of the structures and the management rules
and, on the other hand with the creation o:f a public office
of industrial z..nd cor.i...:;1ercial nature :for the promotion and the
management of the re2.l estc:.te in

each wilaya. Moreover, 2.nd

with a view to insuring to everybody the right to a house, a
coamittee responsible :for the attribution of houses and pre
sided over by the w.s.li is to be set up in each wilaya. Fin�lly,
a small part of the public progr.a.ra�·1es can 1:-e sold to ·the sa
ving citizens.
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The contribution of the private sector to the urb�n
habitat effort will be developped especially within the hou
sing cooperative structures ·whose ani:nation and coordination
will be carried out by the corununes.
These cooperatives which will be genuine'democratic
structures will 2.llcv1 £or the mobilizz.tion and the contribu
tion of the m�sses to the collective task of contruction
while directing priv�te s�vings towards building investments.
In rur.s.l 2.rec..s, the 2.ccess to the private ownership
of individu.::..l houses s.s a result of the contriibution is secu
red within the self building system through which the co�.:.m.u
nes make all the �ecess2.ry ,::12.teri2.ls and technical assistance
available to the beneficiaries.
In order to insure a maximum participation of the po
pulation to the h.:.bi tat 2.ctions, an appropriate financial

po

licy is being implemented. It is however useful to rec2..ll
that in the field cf' rural habit2.t the whole financial e:f:fort
is assuMed by the state in the :form cf definitive contribu
tions. As £or the public program.mes of urban habitat, more
than three quarters of the costs are financed by the state
in the form of long run loans with a very low interest r�te
(A sort 0£ subsidies), the rest being financed by a speciali
sed public bank.
As for the co-oper�tives, measures are to be taken
in order to develop the savings systen and to make it more
flexible as well as to reduce the tax�tion for their benefit •
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This set cf me2.sures should enable the state to devote
its effort to the public prcgrar:1111es generally in favour of
the poorest people.
Withi_n the overall policy of town and rural planning
in which habitat plays a key role, the actions undert.s..ken are
aimed at a better distribution of habitat as the framework
for life and the support of economic activities. In this res
pect, consider&ble efforts &re being made so &s the relations
habitat

labour z.re

tlS

h.�.n1cnious

3.S

possible.

In that spirit, the problems of the location of the
agricultural soci3list villages are seriously considered not
only as regards their physical integration within the environ
whith the agri
ment but also as reg�rds their relationship
cultural activities of their inhabitants. Similarly, the ac
tions undertaken in the field of self building are aimed at
creating those living conditions compatible with the needs
of the isolated peasants.
In urb�n areas, this is illustrated by a control

of

the big cities growth and the safeguard of agricultural lands,
by the achievement of habit�t actions in the poor lands of
the middle size cities co�bined with the location of more and
more deconcentr�ted industrial activities and, on the other
hand by the achi�vement of new zones of urban habitat with
all the facilities �nd activities necessary to the operation
of these units while ensuring th�t the development of agglome
rations is conducted in accordance with the present urban net
work and that the iii1port2.nce cf the new facilities takes into
account the possible d�ficits of the ��isting agglomer�tion .

. I.
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of that policy h2.s be--?n set up. It stipulates tha.t each co1il
mune will be given a pl:.n which would define the general
framework for its develop:.1ent and set forth the major actions
to be undertaken for that purpose, namely the investments to
be decided upon.. This plan will be applied for the whole ter
ritory of the com�une, iri rur�l areas as well as in aggloree
rations.
These communal development plans will constitute the
basis for the geogr�phic�l planning system which will also in
clude the developn2nt plans of the wilay.s,te and inter wilaya
plans.
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I I - !!:@... EDUCr.TIVE 1.l'ID SOCI/:.L COLLECTIVE Ff!sCILITIES
The improve�ent of the lining conditions of the popu
lation i:nplies th ..-.t the h3.bi ta.t 2.chieve�;ients should be systema
tically supplemented by a.ppropria.te social policies and facili
ties capable to r.1eet the most urgent needs both in quality and
quantity.
In this field, the b:.cckwardness of our country on the
�orrow of independance was p�rticulArJy significant. Entire re
gions, in factfue great majority of the country was deprived
of educative, health, cultur�l facilities etc ...
The import :.nee of that bo.ckwardness, the obstacles
and shortcomings left by the colonial era as well as the abso
lute necessity to devote the maxi:num of the country's capacities
to the edification of a nation2l economy capable of satisfying
in the mediun term the pri�&ry need vis employment, have imposed
on us to adopt a selectiv,� appro2_ch for the satisfaction of the
demand in the field of education&l, social and collective faci
lities.
As from the beginning the choices have been clearly
made. The decisive criterim.1 £or the definition and the achieve
ment of programmes was and still is the necessity to affect the
greater number of people and &bove all the poorest among them.
Thus, within the income re-distribution policy, actions for the
bridging of the deepest ga.ps were undertaken through the various
special programmes for the wilayate, dairate or communes .

. I.
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Almost the whole <.>f the poo r pop
ulation has enjoye.::2
fru
its
he
of
t
these efforts which affected-int ralic:1 .- wat
er su� ·,
e
p ly, improvement of the sanitation in agglomerations, rural elec
trification, habitat in the form of self building, functional

l iterasy

programmes for the workers i.n urban and rural areas, vast
programmes for free mea l s at school design·�_·. to affect half of
the school. popu l atione
Simi l arly, actions affecting the whole of the country
are also designed to progressively and systematically improve the
health, educationnal and cultural facilities o:f the country�
As shown an the "education map", pri:.::ary schools, secon-

dary schools and universities are in the point of view of c:_.:_£" -':···,::::e,
getting nearer and nearer to the population�
In this connexion, it should be noted that education
for almost all 6 year old children was secured several years ago
thanks to the particularly intensive efforts :for the building of
schools throughout the country both in urban and rural areas�
These e:f:forts are currently pursued beyond the ��imary education
period as a result o:f the education reform which secures for all
algerian children a 9 year school period through the setting up
of a unique 9 year

cycle called "fundamental school".

As :for health facilities, the :follo·.-;:�:1g obj;acti ves are
to be reached by 1980.

..'/'.
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1) - Communes (population ranging from 5 000 to 15 000
inhabitants).
- One health center for 3 000 to 5 000 people and �polyclinic
including a center for the protection of mothers and children.
2) - Da!ra (30 000 to 100 000 inhabitants)�
- 1 sector for medical and social action (S�M�S�A) for the mana
gement of small units and 1 hospital with 240 beds!
3) - Wilaya (300 000 to 800 000 inhabitants)�
- 1 hospital with 600 beds and even more�
- 1 paramedical training school.
1 hygiene laboratory.
4) At the national scale
In addition to the university hospital centers(UHC),
the National Public Health Institute is responsible for the
research and study activities in the field of health.
In the field of culture and leisure, facilities in
conformity with the size of the cities and the needs of their
inhabitants are to be achieved. This, all socialist villages
have a minimum infrastructure £or that purpose, each school
is equiped with sport facilities, the chief to�ms of the
da.trate (150) will have a sport park and a youth center etc ••• ,
all chief towns of the wilayate (31) will have culture center
and an omnisport park including a big stadium, an in door
omnisport hall, an in door swimming pool and several grounds.
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As regards their conception, the habitat progr�mrnes
are always

designed and achieved together whith the whole col

lective facilities necessary to the life 0£ the inhabit�nts.
This general approach is r.iaterialized within the Urb2.n Moderni
zation Plans, the Communal Development Plans 2.nd the socialist
villag2s.
Within the 2nd Four years Flan, the 40 Urban Moderni
z�tion Plans which have been adopted are aiced not only at co s
ordinating all types of investments on the scale of cities, but
also to reduce during the Plan period {1974-1977) the de£icit in
the field of collective facilities (water supply, improvement of
sanitary �onditions, urban developr.ent, socio-cultur�l, adcinis1rative, commercial and other facilities.)
These Urban Modernization Plans, while allowing £or
a mastery over urban growth for a better ac1:�.ptation of their
development to the evolution of their population z.nd activities
within a well balanced urban growth, are aimed at eliminating the
deficit in facilities of all our cities.
The following figures show the efforts displ2,yed during
the second £our years Plan (1974 - 1977)�
Within the 1974 - 1977 Four years Plan, 4 billion dinars
are devoted to the 40 biggest cities of the country with nearly
55 % for water supply and the improvement of sanitation and 25 %
for the planning of new urban areas.

./;,
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Similarly, the com.�unal development plans h�ve also
been devoted, in rural areas and small agglomeration, to collec
tive £acilities such as water supply ar.d the improvement 0£ sani
tatione 1.,2 billion dinars are devoted within the 2nd Fo ur years

Plan to these 2 actions ., This effort which represents a signi£ican't
progress will be intensified in the coming stages�
Finally, a set of legal texts organize and regulate the
State action, and those of the local collectivities and economic
units in the field of social protection and the promotion 0£ the
citizens.
Education is :free for e�;erybody at all levels including
university through a system �£ scholarships and pre-salaries
which ef:fectively illustrat,.,s the p.!':i.nciple ox the democ:::atization
of edu.:ation and equal .J_;rpc�:-�1.�.ui "'.;ies o

In addition ::� the establishnent of' ::.:ree :nadical care
in 1974, specia:!. :l.8gal -:ex�s s�:cure s,,ci.2..l allowanc8s for all the
workers in u:rban at1d ru 1:a.i areas a.nd a 11:fa.,1il.:;,1 law:r dasigned to
protect the weakes c soc .:_al categories :; is about -'.;o be achieved .,
The economic w1its w£1atever t:t.. - -:r :field o:f action or status are
comp�lJ.ed to make the workers -::ont:ribut2 to "!:he ;·�'illagement of. a
social :fund designed to improve thei� ,•rorking. ,-..:-.,d Iiving condi
tions�
Despite the progr2ss achieved within a relatively short
period, much remains to be achieved in all :fields� The qualitative
and quantita7ive improvement pace is obviou sly linked to the
hu...�an and physical capacities o:f the coclntry�
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It would be indeed illusive to try to approach the
problem of the satisfaction of social n eeds without considering
it in relation with the possibilities and the choices of economic
and social development.
It is therefore first through the development of the
possibilities of action resulting from the development efforts
that the clear choices as regards principles will become little
by little a reality for the benefit of all the citizens and conse
quently, the backwardness will be gradually eliminated and the
differences between rural and urban areas and between social
categories will be reduced.
Considered as a basic n eed of the citizens and recogni
zed as such both in the development plans and in a specific text,
the "habitat law", the housing policy is also conceived as a
decisive element for a rational occupation of the territory by
the population and economic activities.
In this approach, the essential element consists in
struggling against all .forms of disorder, waste or disparity
resultring from social inequalities or from inherited situations�
Therefore the public authorities did not limit themselves to the
launching of important and diversified programmes both in urban
and rural areas ; three important measures have been taken in
order to master the real evolution o.f this sector,

./.
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The first one is the law on "land reserves" (cf� annex I)
which creates communal land reserves managed by the popular commu
nal assemblies which are also the only institutions responsible
for all land transactions. This measure, which is the counterpart
of the agr�rian revolution in urban areas, constitutes a privile
ged instrument of urban planning in the hands of local authorities.
The second measure, which is now materialized, deter
mines a unique and decentralized framework for the elaboration,
action and management processes : the commune either through the
urban modernization plans for the cities, or through the communal
development plans for the rural areas or small agglomerations.
Thus the local collectivities are directly associated
to the elaborati_on of programmes mainly through the planning and
the definition of the needs, the achievement of projected opera
tions, the determination of the quality of the houses to be built.
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THE RELATIONS BEIWEEN URBAN AND RURAL AREAS,
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS C'F THE ALGERIAN :OOLICY OF
HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

Among the fundamental objectives 0£ the national deve
lopment strategy, there is a particulary importe.nt one, that aimed
at giving all Algerians equal opportunities £or promotion and
progress. Through this objective, it is the whole problem 0£ the
relations between urban and rural areas which is apprehended in
all its complexity and its multi£old aspects.
Any action 0£ economic development, a fortiori like ours,
which aims at edi£icating a powerful and structured industrial
�onomy, may provoke or aggravate the existing disparities bet�een
the urban and the rural worlds i£ it is does not integrate as
£rC:JD1 the beginning , the whole rural world and its population
within the very development project and in the distribution of
its activities and effects 0
Aware 0£ the stake and the danger represented by a non
controlled urbanization and its consequences on rural migration,
the varions development plans give an outstanding place to all
what is related to rural areas either directly, through the deve
lopment 0£ agricultural production and the improvement 0£ the
living and working co9ditions or the rural population, or indirec
tly through the choice and location 0£ industrial projetcs and
all actions 0£ training and cultural and social promotion •

. /�
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However, in the :arly years o:f independence, the gravi
ty o:f rural under employment, the multiple e:ffets o:f the libera
tion war, mainly the massive gatherings which affected more than
3 million people uprooted f'rom their land and villages, the ove
rall under-equipmen� of the rural world, have provoked large
m igration movements which are still affecting the big cities of'
the country.
It is a transitory and inevitable situation as long as
the national economy cannot satisfy the basic needs and ·.
all employment of the population wherever it lives. The problem
is not that of a migration phenome�on but that of the reasons
for its existence, namely to great a disparity, in the .field
of activities and income between the varions places and regions o
As long as a striking unbalance exists between the employment
supply and the effective demand in the rural world, it would be
useless or even unfair to try to check through artificial barriers
a movement which is after all equivalent to a struggle for sur
vival. The migrants are not motivated by any attraction of the
city but they are often obliged to leave their original regions
because the latter cannot offer them decent living conditions o
Therefore the only valuable response, consists of a judicious
distribution of economic activities as well as social and edu
cative infrastrutures throughout the national territory in order
to progressively reduce the competition between urban and rural
areas.
It is this approach that Algeria is endeavouring to
materialize in proportion with its physical and human po�sibi
lities, while trying to bring permanent solutions to the pro·
blems 0£ employment income and living conditions 0£ the whole
population in particular that 0£ the rural areas who is the
poorest and the most nunerous. In ::'\ct it represents more t�c:-�1
60 % of the total mumber i.e more than 9 million people who are
.,/.
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Obliged to t y to live on hardly 7 million hectares of useful
�
agricultural lands. These figures clearly show the importance
and the complexity of the agrarian proplem in Algexia, where
a gricultural activities as such cannot
needs of the masses.

s�tisfy the employment

This is all the more true that until the implementation
of an overall agrarian reform:.4 years ago, the agricultural lands
were unequally distributed. Apart from the modern sector essen
tially represented by the 2 million hectares of the self :managed
agricultural sector on which live about 1 million people, out
of the rest, the big owners whose number is but 2 % of the
total ntw.ber, possess 25 % of the cultivable lands whereas the
peasants who possess less than 5 hectares aiid constitute the
overwhelming majority (more than 50 %) of landG ov,vers, have
but 10 % of that surface.
With the implementation of the Agrarian Revolution,
things have considerably changed e More than 80�000 small peasants
and landless peasants and their families ha·,e already been gran
ted some land within a co-operative management system which pro
tects them against any form of exploitation 2..nd ensure them a
decent income.
But, as £or our concern, that is to s2.y the relations
between urban an rural areas within a policy of human settlements,
the most important thing is the new dynamics introduced by the
Agrarian Revolution in rural areas as well as in the whole of
the political, administrative and technical structures which are
compelled to renew their framework of acticn and their practices
in accordance with the fundamental objectives 0£ the Agrarian
Revolution which tends to the progressive but radical transfor
mation of the living and working cond.itior.s of the peasants mas
ses as a whole.

�I.
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It is in that spirit that a series of new structures

are being set up which give the rural world a new aspect and

save it from the lethargy imposed on it during the colonial period.
Thus, in addition to the new prospects of the valori
zation of the land and the intensification of the production made
possible by more appropri.:.te structures o:f exploitation, the agri
cultural workers are the exclusive beneficiaries o:f the fruits
of their labour since all :forms of absenteism are forbidden and

consequently the benefits of agricultural labour are no longer
like in the ·past directly transfered towards the urban world.

An ambitious programme·for the improvement or the living
conditions of the rural population is under implementation with
a direct participation of the beneficiaries through their own
organs : co-operatives, self managed units, Popular Communal
Assemblies. These multiform programmes cover habitat (self buil
ding or Socialist villages), health, water supply, co.illlllur..ications
and affect all the communes of the country.
Despite its importance, this additional prograrame to the
operations of land re-distribution, cannot fulfill the final
objective aimed at the reduction of the differences of welfare
between urban and rural areas. So, in order to be in conformity
with the spirit of the.national development strategy, and within
a long term town and urban planning policy, hundreds of small
and medium industry projects have been launched since the 2nd
Four years Plan (1974-1977) all over the wilayate as a strengthe
ning of the industrialization policy and an important element of
regional development in addition to the efforts displayed within

the Agrarian Revolution.
./.
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It is too early to try to draw any conclusion about
this series of integrated actions aimed at the dynamization of
rural areas, their equipment with social, educative and cultural
facilities as well as the diffusion of development throughout the
country. However we hope to avoid the creation of relatively pros
perous urban islets and we intend to lay the basis for a ratio
nal distribution of the population through the gathering where
ver possible and f��sible of the physical, human and structural
elements for the promotion of all the regions of the country.
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THE LESSONS DRAWN FROM THE ALGERIAN

,

POLICY OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

Finally, the national policy of human settlements is
marked by the progressive materialization of the options of the
edification of an economic and social order £or and by all Alge
rians.
It is obvious that a new society capable of satisfying
the basic aspirations of all the population could not be achieved
within a few years under such conditions as those of Algeria
(mainly in view of the tragic legacy of the colonial past). There
fore, the major concern of the authorities was to direct all the
efforts for social progress in favour of the poorest. The reduc
tion of socio territorial disparities through a policy of economic
and social investments designed to eliminate the backwardness in
the economic, cultural and social fields at a regional level, was
the major element of the development strategy adopted and materia
.lized in the varions development plans and the special programmes
of the wilayate and the communes. They allowed for the materiali
zation of the fundamental objectives aimed at giving all Algerians
equal opportunities for prcmotion and progress.
As the majority of the poor live in rural areas, the
major part of the already achieved objectives and those under
achievement both as regards quality (transformation of the produc
tion structures and the institutions) and �uantity, was in favour
of the human settlements of the Algerian rural world •
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Beyond the inherited social dualism,

another Algeria

is coming to life and taking its inspiration from the ideals of
the Algerian Revolution whose basis was, as from the early days
of its launching 20 years ago, the claim for a social order re
flecting the necessities of social justice and dignity for all
Algerians.
The edification of a society tending to equality before
the boons and the tasks of development cannot be successful and
this is another lesson of the i,-lgerian experience - but if it is
achieved by those who are concerned. The participation of the
collegial bodies elected either by the citizens in the case of
local collectivities, or by the workers assemblies in the case
of production units, the voluntary work organized for the success
of the strategic objectives of the Algerian Revolution namely the
Agrarian Revolution, were as many basic elements of a more rapid
and economical social transformatio� adapted to the aspirations
of those who are concerned who are more aware of the realities
than any central administration, wh.::1tever e.fficient it may be.
However, the self reliant materialization of this
internal order cannot be fully successful but if external cons
traints will not hamper our way towa�ds economic and social pro
gress. After the analyses made in the recent years in the deve
loping countries and by the United Nations Conferences, in parti
cular the VI special session of the General Assembly, it is use
less to prove that the present situation of the developing coun
tries is a result of the relations based on domination establi
shed from the beginning of modern times. This injustice is persis
ting despite decolonization ; it is aggravated by the lack of
equity in international economic relations which provokes dis
parities in the standards of living. In m�ny general declarations
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and action plans adopted within the United N'ations, especially
at the World Conference on Population, the responsibilities of
the developed countries vis a vis the Third World peoples were
emphasized similarly, the waste of the resources of the Planet
by one third of Mankind who consume beyond r�tional needs, 80
to 90 % of raw materials wus denounced.
It has been pointed out in each conference that only
a transformation of international economic relations and the
adoption of a development strategy aimed at a fair distribution
of income between nations could create the conditions for develop
ment and a greater harmony between the economic �nd demographic
growth pace.
These are the pre-requisites for an efficient demo
graphic policy and for a genuine policy of human sttlements in
conformity with the needs of the majority of the world population
who is subsisting under inht.1r.1an condj_tions of malnutrition, illi
teracy and economic and social poverty.

